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The long-term process of a tectonic shift in the chessboard of world affairs has led to 
the historical formation of different types of wars. The term ‘new’ is not solely used to describe 
the new reality of warfare itself, but it is wildly used to outline the multiple aspects of renewed 
nature of war as well the emerged dimensions of it. 

Confl icts of today’s show that the weapons of the past are never ideally suited to the fu-
ture. Mobile, undeclared and at the same unregulated wars lead to the fundamental transforma-
tion in the fi eld of military doctrines testimonies. Those who are able to adjust the offi cial mili-
tary doctrine with newly emerged dimensions of war will be in safe for several decades or more.
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Introduction. Over thousands of the decades the humans were involved into 
wars. For the history of ideas, the contribution of ancient Sun Tzu gave a clear view 
on war’s strategies, while Machiavelli and Hobbes outlined an understanding of 
war as an inseparable part of state formation. 

The persistent historical development of arm confl icts starts with the tran-
sition of classical wars into the Napoleonic Wars. The end of classical wars was 
countered by Carl von Clausewitz, who for the fi rst time in history had studied 
the phenomenon of war on its own. His discussions on the nature of war and strat-
egy commences became a starting point for the long-term process of studying. 
Being marked by mass military conscription, the Napoleonic Wars were turned to 
the total war feature. XX century brought an era of total wars and mass murder in 
the humans’ existence, while the destructive power of nuclear weapons as well as 
a nuclear deterrence slid the world into the Cold War era. 

The collapse of the USSR has detonated an extensive discussion in recent li-
terature regarding global strategic trends of modern wars. On the one hand, mod-
ern prophets of decreased violence including John Mueller, Steven Pinker, found 
the violence tend to diminish, while some experts as Edward Luttwak, and, to a less 
extent, Joshua Goldstein speculate, that the wars do end.
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In contrast, most of scholars in the fi eld of confl ict and peace studies such as 
Gray Chris Hables, Hoffman Frank, Mary Kaldor, are proclaiming the proliferation 
of the various types of wars. They offered a new vision of modern wars and imple-
ments new terminology on it. 

The illusion of peaceful time

In 2014, over 100,000 people were killed in armed confl ict [1. P. 4]. That 
has become the highest fatality count since the end of Cold War, according to the 
latest Human Security Report. Nevertheless the Human Security Report, the Up-
psala Confl ict Data Program (UCDP) [2], with a company of enormous number of 
scholars (S. Pinker [3], J. Mueller [4]) claims that the violence has been in decline. 
E. Luttwak has pointed the argument of unrealistic perspective of war [5. P. 365], 
while J. Goldstein speculates on progress and declining violence [6. P. 237].

Harvard psychologist Steven Pinker is often painted as the chief interpreter 
of the decline of violence. Reviewing the statistical numbers and historical datasets 
through the prism of the number of those killed in violent confl icts, Pinker infers 
several major historical declines of violence. The past was more violent than 
the current time in our humans’ existence. 

There is a certain truth to those statements. Analyzing the millennia of slaugh-
ter, haunter-gatherer periods, barbaric and tribal practices of human sacrifi ce, status 
of women, children’s welfare and human rights in toto, we would come to the moral 
progress of the society. 

However, the declining trend of violence is one of the most arguable ques-
tions. Despite it was scientifi cally assessed, Pinker’s book ‘The Better Angles of 
Our Nature: a history of violence and humanity’ is short on methodological part. 
Periodic comparative ranking is less important than growing transformation of vio-
lence capabilities. 

Turning to the diffi cult context of distinctions of violence, peace and confl ict 
studies scholar Johan Galtung creates a typology of violence. This indicates vio-
lence can take many worms such as: physical and psychological violence, personal 
and structural; intended and not intended; manifest and latent [7. P. 167–191]. 

The defi nition of war coined by Carl von Clausewitz in his path-breaking 
book ‘On War’ emphasis on ‘war therefore is an act of violence to compel our op-
ponent to fulfi ll our will’ [8. P. 62]. What we intend is only that the terms ‘war’ and 
‘violence’ are linked to each other such that ‘war’ can be regarded as ‘an act of vio-
lence’, while the ‘violence’ is not defi ned by the brute power only. In the middle of 
XXth his ideas were developed by Thomas Shelling, who infers ‘military strategy.. 
has become the diplomacy of violence’ [9. P. 34]. 

In other words, the violence is much more than physical or armed forces 
alike. The violence also consists of actions that cause an emotional, physical and 
psychological damage, as well as a mental abuse. Thus, it could not be marked by 
the number of deaths, whether on war battlefi elds or not.
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New dimensions of war

In recent years military analysts and international relations theorists often re-
ject the ideas of Clausewitz as outdated. Whether due to XIXth century’s wars were 
not as developed as current ones, Clausewitz could not have written about naval 
matters, air combat, nuclear weapons, and cyber or space warfare. However, 
his idea on war as an act of violence is far from being irrelevant. 

The early history illustrates two-space dimensions of battlefi elds have been 
dominant for the classical type of ground and sea wars. The third dimension of mili-
tary operations as the air land battles has been explored at the height of the WWII. 
The formation of air forces has become the fi rst priority for each single country un-
til the start of the nuclear age (1). With nuclear weapons the cost of war has become 
signifi cantly high and that risk let the violence of diplomacy goes forward.

The space and the cyberspace have become the fourth and the fi fth dimen-
sions of war respectively [9. P. 3]. Those who study the problem of wars usually 
point to the phenomenon of media wars. The mainstream media disinformation as 
well as it’s versus as media propaganda in a company with the infl uence of media 
itself also should be taken into account. 

Thus, the new era of ware fare, the effects of globalization, the media revolu-
tion bring us new forms of violence, which are highly connected with a phenom-
enon of so called new wars or hybrid wars. 

Many contemporary thinkers put the terms of new wars very simply, that rich 
the fi eld of the study: the ‘wars of the third kind’ [10], the ‘wars with law intensity’, 
’the ‘hybrid wars’ [11. P. 52], the ‘privatized wars’, the ‘post-modern wars’ [12], 
the ‘network operations’ [13] and the ‘new wars’ [14]. But the important point here 
is there is no defi nition what exactly the each of this war is.

In order not to overwork the research with examples of the term’s defi nitions 
we shall refer to the concrete example one can point the problem out. The primer 
international assessment of the military capabilities and defence economics ‘Military 
Balance 2015’ depicts the ‘hybrid war’ as ‘the methods applied included the use of 
military and non-military tools in an integrated campaign designed to achieve sur-
prise, seize the initiative and gain psychological as well as physical advantages utilis-
ing diplomatic means; sophisticated and rapid information, electronic and cyber op-
erations; covert and occasionally overt military and intelligence action; and economic 
pressure’ [15. P. 2]. That displays the idea of undeclared boundaries of new wars.

Through an engagement with Clausewitz’ concept of war as violence, each of the 
term as “hybrid war”, “new war” and even an informational war is an umbrella term of 
a blurred vision of new dimensions of warfare, which violence is permeated through. 

The problem of unconventional warfare 

The war as an exclusive state’s instrument of violence and brutal force is not 
ideally suited for the ‘new wars’ [14. P. 15]. Under such an approach, low-intensity 
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confl icts does not match the changing nature of Clausewitz’s ‘On War’ commences 
[16. P. 37]. In the globalized and well technologically prepared world, the confl icts 
are becoming more characterized by non-state actors.

The increasing numbers of new forms of non-state actors simultaneously led 
to the security challenges. Groups sponsored by states, non-state actors, and private 
armies, commanders, drug traffi ckers, terrorists and urban criminal networks get 
an access to the warfare capacities, power of which is similar to those nation-states 
own [17. P. 369].

The state actors are the main participants of the war does not universally cor-
respond to current events any more. But wars can never be isolated from a political 
context [8. P. 20]. This trend required a review of the way security measures are 
viewed and implemented in the fi eld of IR. Neither technologically advantage of 
armed forces no professionalism of intelligence agencies could not be considered 
the war in toto.

In this way, the contingent factors and unknowns make the new wars dif-
fi cult to regulate. The nature of modern wars does not set the boundaries of ac-
tions whether let alone legal violation or brute justifi cation. Additionally, there is 
no international consensus about law regulation, which could help to adjust limits 
of hostile action and foreign involvement. Neither the threat no the possible use of 
new kinds of warfare are unregulated. The rules of international law applicable in 
armed confl ict, and in particular the principles and rules of humanitarian law have 
no a single line concerning acts of violence in new areas of war.

To make new wars adapted to international security is necessary to rethink 
the role of both state and non-state actors, as well as the increasing role of cyber, 
media and information in battlefi elds. The new legal instruments and clarifi cation 
of the permissible bounds of actions should be found. Otherwise, this will lead to 
the legitimate use of violence in the newly discovered areas.

Conclusion. Over long stretches of time the principles of war were corre-
spondent with the moral and technological progress of human kinds. However, 
new reality let the pendulum swing the other forms of new wars. The newly disco-
vered dimensions of war such as space and cyber space have brought a signifi cant 
change in the understanding of military strategies.

The nature of renewed emerged wars is specifying by the effects of globaliza-
tion, the media and the technology revolution. Being a nonkilling, but a powerful 
tool of infl uence, the latent violence is permeated through the new dimensions of 
wars. Initially, based on violence the war is characterized by a brute force and co-
ercive violence alike. 

The tricky problem of attribution makes the new wars diffi cult to develop in-
ternational consensus about it. Confl icts of today’s world show us that the weapons 
as well as a law regulation of the past are never ideally suited to the future. Mobile, 
undeclared and at the same unregulated wars limit victims in a self-protection of 
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that violence. Also, the environment has not formatted conventional warfare as well 
as legal manual of action in response to the new wars. Thus, this situation will lead 
to the tectonic shifts in the military doctrines so far. 

© Strelavina D.I., 2018 

APPENDIX

(1) This period usually considered to have begun with the fi rst appearance of the atomic 
bomb on 16 July 1945, when the US tasted a new type of weapon.
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ФЕНОМЕН НОВЫХ ВОЙН: 
ОБНОВЛЕННАЯ ПРИРОДА КОНФЛИКТОВ 

И ДИПЛОМАТИЯ НАСИЛИЯ
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На протяжении десятилетий структурные изменения на международной арене по-
литических отношений формируют феномен новых войн. Аспект «новых» войн зачастую 
не связан исключительно с модернизированными версиями вооружений, но однозначно 
является следствием открытия обновленной природы конфликтов и новейших измерений 
для ведения военных действий. 

Средства и методы ведения войн, которые были эффективны в прошлом, становятся 
неактуальными в современных условиях. Динамичные, нерегулируемые и в то же время 
необъявленные войны ведут к фундаментальным изменениям военных доктрин будущего. 

Ключевые слова: новые войны, новые измерения войны, гибридные войны, 
кибербезопасность, цифровое пространство, безопасность космического пространства
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